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Abstract: Phase change materials (PCM) utilization in energy storage systems represents a point of
interest and attraction for the researchers to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. PCM have been used
widely on the interior or exterior walls of the building application to optimize the energy consumption
during heating and cooling periods. Meanwhile, ground source heat pump (GSHP) gained its
popularity because of the high coefficient of performance (COP) and low running cost of the system.
However, GSHP system requires a stand-by heat pump during peak loads. This study will present a
new concept of energy piles that used PCM in the form of enclosed tube containers. A lab-scaled
foundation pile was developed to examine the performance of the present energy pile, where three
layers of insulation replaced the underground soil to focus on the effect of PCM. The investigation was
conducted experimentally and numerically on two identical piles with and without PCM. Moreover,
a flow rate parametric study was conducted to study the effect of the working fluid flow rate on
the amount of energy stored and released at each model. Finally, a comprehensive Computational
fluid dynamic (CFD) model was developed and compared with the experimental results. There
was a good agreement between the experimental measurements and the numerical predictions.
The results revealed that the presence of PCM inside the piles increased not only the charging and
discharging capacity but also the storage efficiency of the piles. It was found that PCM enhances
the thermal response of the concrete during cooling and heating processes. Although increasing the
flow rate increased charging and discharging capacity, the percentage of energy stored/released was
insignificant compared to the flow rate increasing percentage.
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1. Introduction

Ground source heat pump (GSHP) represents a green sustainable technique for heating and
cooling the building compared to conventional heat pumps. GSHP utilizes the underground soil as a
heat source/sink which has a less variable temperature than that of the atmospheric air used as a heat
source/sink for the conventional heat pumps. The larger the temperature difference between the heat
pump’s working fluid and the heat source/sink, the higher the overall COP, resulting in less energy
consumption and fewer greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions [1–3].

GSHP consists of two main parts: the conventional heat pump and the ground heat exchanger
(GHE). During the heating mode, the working fluids coming from the GHE, usually water, exchange
their energy with the refrigerator at the evaporator of the conventional heat pump (HP), which
decreases the temperature of the water and evaporates the refrigerator. The cold water then goes back
to the underground soil and extracts an amount of heat, which leaves the underground soil colder
after each cycle of the water throughout the winter season. During the summer season, the cycle is
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inversed, allowing the water to transfer the heat from the condenser of the conventional HP to the
underground [1].

The previously mentioned concept of the GSHP is the ideal concept, where the heating and cooling
loads are completely balanced when the gradual decrease in the underground average temperature
throughout the winter season is recovered by a gradual increase throughout the summer season,
leaving the underground temperature at its origin every year. However, in northern climate regions,
the winter heating load exceeds the summer cooling load, which will decrease the average underground
soil temperature gradually every year [4–6], leading to poor system performance, and over the time
the GHE could fail to extract heat from the underground, leading to a system failure [7]. In addition,
an extreme increase or decrease in the underground average temperature could be considered to be an
environmental threat [4].

While GSHP systems have proven their capability of enhancing the performance of traditional HP,
and to decrease GHG emission, the adaptation rate of GSHP is low due to the following limitations: (1)
lack of drilling space, which could be impossible within the residential areas; (2) high initial cost of
drilling and installing the system, and long payback periods compared to this of the conventional HP [8];
(3) the unbalanced heating and cooling loads depending on the region weather, and in a specialized
building that requires high cooling loads, i.e., (restaurants, skating rinks) or high heating loads, i.e.,
(processing plants) [9]; and (4) failing to cover the building requirements during the peak load.

To overcome the limitation of the large space required for the borehole field, and the drilling cost
itself, many research studies have used the building foundation piles as a GHE instead of a borehole
field. This system is known as the energy pile, at which the building foundation piles are used for
load-bearing and as GHE. The ground surface boundary condition of the energy piles could enhance its
thermal performance over the performance of the borehole system, as the ground surface of the energy
pile is covered from the solar radiation and ambient air [10]. The number of energy piles required
mainly depends on the building’s structural design, so it is predicted to have thermal interference
between the nearly designed foundation piles [10,11].

The available solutions for unbalanced heating and cooling are (1) increasing the GHE depth,
(2) increasing the borehole field spacing and number, (3) using a standby heat pump, and (4) using
thermal energy storage [12,13]. Increasing the GHE number and depth in case of energy pile depends
mainly on the building structure design, and any change of this design will increase the capital cost of
the project. While increasing GHE spacing could not be considered as a potential solution in highly
populated areas. Usually, the stand-by heat pump is designed to take over during the peak load,
and the more the system depends on the stand-by heat pump, the more the system loses the GSHP
advantages, and the more the running cost increases.

In regions with a heating dominant load requirement, solar energy storage is a potential solution
for the unbalanced heating and cooling loads. Where solar collectors are connected to the GHE to cover
the imperfection of heating load [14–16]. Han et al. [15] investigated numerically the performance of
a solar-assisted GSHP with latent heat energy storage tank in cold regions, the results showed that
the storage tank played a very important role during operation, the system could be operated more
effectively and stably by the heat charge and discharge.

In this study, the concept of energy pile with phase change materials (PCM) containers is
investigated numerically and experimentally, to study the effect of the PCM on the performance of the
energy piles. PCM could absorb, store, and release an amount of energy during the phase transition
without any significant temperature change, due to its internal molecular energy change. This feature
made the PCM an attractive element for energy storage systems, especially the thermal energy storage
systems. PCM is one of the most common techniques used to enhance the buildings envelope’s thermal
inertia; increasing the building envelope’s thermal inertia would increase the indoor temperature
stability regardless of the variations of the outdoor condition [17]. PCM could be categorized into
three different groups according to their phase change state: solid-solid, solid-liquid, and liquid–gas
PCM [17,18].
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The solid–liquid PCM is the most suitable material for thermal energy storage systems,
as it has a small volume change during melting and solidification, large phase change enthalpy,
and large varieties of the melting temperature [17]. This enables it to be used for many different
applications. The solid–liquid PCM could be classified as organic compound, inorganic compounds,
and eutectics [19–21]. The following Table 1 summarizes the components of each compound,
their characteristics and their environmental effect [18,19,22–24].

Table 1. PCM characteristics and environmental effect.

Organic Inorganic Eutectics

Compounds • Paraffin
• Fatty acids

• Salt hydrates
• Metallics

• Organic-organic
• Inorganic-organic
• Inorganic-inorganic

Merits

• Wide range of
melting temperature

• Chemically stable
• Compatible with most

containers materials as
its non-corrosive
and non-reactive

• No super-cooling,
sub-cooling, or
phase segregation

• High phase
change enthalpy

• Better
thermal conductivity

• Cheap
• Commercially available
• Sharp

melting temperature

• Higher volumetric
storage density

• Sharp
melting temperature

• No phase segregation

Demerits

• Low
thermal conductivity

• A small change of
melting temperature
during phase transition

• Large volume change
ratio during
phase transition

• Flammable
• Not compatible with

plastic containers

• Incompatible with
metallic containers

• Sub-cooling,
super-cooling, and
phase segregation

• Expensive

Environmental
effect

Paraffin wax Salt hydrates Eutectics

• Contains formaldehyde
and vinyl chloride
which is evaporative
compounds, and long
exposure to their
vapors could be
dangerous because of
the benzene and
toluene components

• Eye irritation and asthma
• Inflammatory problems

in case of skin contact
• Health hazards

if swallowed

• Their toxicity depends
mainly on its
ingredient materials

• Most of the eutectics
materials that used in
heating, ventilation and
air conditioning (HVAC)
systems are organic and
some of it has an
undesired smell

Fatty acids
• Flammable
• Corrosive
• Undesired smell

The quantity of reported industrially available PCM types has surpassed more than one thousand
types [25], which will lead to a big challenge to choose the optimal type of PCM for a specific application.
However, many studies [18,19,25–28] have reported the required PCM characteristics for building
applications as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Selection criteria for PCM in building applications.

Thermodynamics
Properties Kinetics Properties Chemical Properties Economics Properties

• Appropriate
melting and
solidification temperature

• Higher thermal
conductivity
coefficient
as possible

• Small volumetric
change due to
phase transition

• High phase
change enthalpy.

• Higher specific
heat coefficient

• No
phase segregation

• No super-cooling
or sub-cooling

• High rate of crystal
growth to meet the
demand for
heat recovery

• Non-flammable
• Non-explosive
• Non-toxic
• Chemically stable

for a large number
of melting and
solidification cycles

• Non-corrosive
• Non-reactive with

construction
materials in case
of leakage

• Available inside the
commercial market

• Feasible cost
• Could be recycled

during the
modification or
replacement of
the building.

The fact is there is no single PCM that has the best characteristics over all the other PCM
materials, for example, a single selection could have high thermal conductivity and high latent heat
of fusion, but its phase change temperature is not suitable for the application. Another example is a
selection that has a suitable phase change temperature for the application, but it also has low thermal
conductivity and/or low latent heat of fusion. So, it is impossible to recommend one single material
for all applications, and the selection should depend on the application requirements, the material
availability in the market, and the firm’s experience with PCM materials [25]

There are different methods of integrating PCM into the building materials: (1) direct impregnation
of PCM into the porous building material [25,29,30], (2) enclosing PCM in a microscopic polymer
capsules(micro-encapsulation) then add these capsules to the building construction materials [25,31–33],
(3) shape-stabilized PCM at which a liquid mixture of PCM and supporting material is cooled down
below the glass transition temperature of the supporting material until it becomes solid [29,34,35],
(4) and macro-encapsulation method which is considered to be the most promising method in building
applications at which the PCM could filled into customized container, i.e., tube containers [36–39].

Many research studies have presented the effect of integrating the PCM to the building wall [40–46],
floor [41,47,48], roof [42,45,49,50], these studies proved that PCM enhanced the thermal performance
of the building envelops and decreased the energy required for the heat pump. Up to the knowledge
of the author, the studies that have been conducted in utilizing PCM within the foundation piles of the
building are very limited. Thus, this study will present a novel idea of implementing PCM container
tubes inside the concrete piles of the building foundation which is used as GHE within the GSHP
components. A paraffin wax PCM with a melting temperature range (22–26 ◦C) and a latent heat of
100 J/g is the most suitable choice for the study application due to its chemical stability, containers
compatibility, relatively cheap price, and its market availability. The study objective is to present the
impact of the PCM containers on the performance of the energy pile samples, and the effect of different
flow rates on the concrete’s thermal behavior. In this document, chapter two delivers the experiment
description and procedure, while chapter three delivers the uncertainty calculation. Chapter four
explains the CFD model. The results and discussions are in chapter five.

2. Experimental Setup

2.1. Experimental Description

A test rig was built to simulate two scaled concrete foundation piles models; the first model had no
PCM containers, while the second model had 4 PCM containers. The experimental setup dimensions of
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both piles were the same, with a length and diameter of 30 and 10 cm, respectively, each pile contains
16 rebars with 0.36 cm diameter. A heat exchanger (HEX) with 4-U tubes was placed in each model.
The difference between both scaled piles was the presence of the PCM containers. The first model has
no PCM as shown in Figure 1a, while the second model contains 4 tubes with 16 mm outer diameter
with a thickness of 1 mm, each tube was located at an angle of 90◦ with a radius of 31.9 mm as shown
in Figure 1b.
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Figure 2 presents the experiment test rig components as the following: 4 U-tube HEX,
data acquisition system (DAQ), water-bath, PCM containers, flowmeter, ball valve, and thermocouples
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the third sample.

The rebar cage was fastened inside the mold, then a circular ring has surrounded the rebar cage to
keep its circular shape. Four U-tube HEX were placed inside the circular rebar cage as in Figure 3a to
prevent a thermal short circuit between HEX tubes, the inlet of each U-tube was attached to the inlet of
the next leg, and the outlet of each U-tube was attached to the outlet of the next leg. A small space was
left between each leg to allow inserting clamps and water-tubes as in Figure 3b. Then PCM containers
were inserted into the samples as shown in Figure 1.
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Then thermocouples at different locations were placed inside each sample.it was expected that the
mode is quarter symmetric across the red and yellow lines, as in Figure 4. Thus, thermocouples were
located along these lines to measure the temperature distribution. These thermocouples were in the
middle of each sample (15 cm). Thermocouples Th1, Th2, and Th3 were located at a radius of 0, 2.8,
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A concrete mixture of water per cement ratio (W/C) equals 0.5 was used to fill the two molds.
After a solidification period of one week, both models were ready for testing. Clear Polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) tubes were used to connect the U-tubes legs with the water-bath, valve, and flowmeter as in
Figure 5a. Heavy-duty construction cardboard with a diameter and length of 20 and 40 cm, respectively,
was used to surround the sample and a foam insulation layer of 5 cm thickness as in Figure 5b.
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2.2. Experimental Procedure

The main objective of the present study is to investigate the effect of PCM containers on the
performance of energy piles. To simulate the average underground temperature corresponding to
that of Ontario, Canada—which is 8–10 °C [51]—the concrete pile samples were nearly at ambient
temperature (20 ◦C ± 2 ◦C), then were cooled to the desired initial temperature by using a cold
water stream from the water-bath, which passed through the HEX tubes. The average temperature
distribution inside the concrete cylinder at the end of the precooling process was 8.7 ◦C.

After a precooling procedure was completed, the charging process was started. The required
maximum temperature was 35 °C. That value was used to study the potential of coupling the GSHP
with solar collectors at the regions with a dominant heating load. The water bath delivers a realistic
simulation of the real process of charging and discharging the underground soil, since the coupled
HP outlet temperature at the beginning of the summer period increases gradually. Furthermore,
if the GSHP was connected to solar collector panels, the collector output temperature would increase
gradually during the day to reach the maximum value, then cool down during the night.

The charging procedure lasted 1.5 h and the cooling procedure was initiated immediately by
decreasing the set-point from 35 °C to 6 °C. Although the heating response of the water bath was
higher than its cooling response, both processes lasted for the same period (1.5 h.).

In real GSHP systems, one ton of refrigeration requires a flow rate of 3 gallons per minute (3.78 L
per minute) [52]. A simplified similarity calculation was based on having the same Reynolds number
inside the industrial tube with a diameter of 3.4 cm, and a scaled tube with a diameter of 0.425 cm.
The final calculated experimental flow rate was 1471 mL/min.

3. Uncertainty Analysis

To evaluate the random errors associated with each thermocouple used to measure the temperature
distribution inside the concrete samples, the experimental procedure at a flow rate of 147 mL/min
was performed three times with the same conditions. The thermocouples were of type K with a
systematic error percentage of 0.75. The calculation of the random errors was performed using the
Taylor method [53] as follows:
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If y1, y2, . . . . . . . . . , yN indicate Z separate measurements of one quantity y, then we can define:

y =
1
Z

Z∑
i=1

yi (1)

σy =

√√√
1

Z− 1

Z∑
i=1

(
yi − y

)2
(2)

The associated random error equals σy, while the combined errors equal the summation of
systematic errors and random errors.

The maximum uncertainty value for each different thermocouple was calculated as in Table 3.

Table 3. Maximum thermocouples uncertainty for different samples.

First Model Second Model

Th# Radius
(mm)/Function

Max Uncertainty
(°C)

Percentage of
Reading

Max Uncertainty
(°C)

Percentage of
Reading

Th1 0 0.364 1.0% 0.356 1.0%
Th2 28 0.424 1.2% 0.394 1.1%
Th3 0 0.355 1.0% - -
Th4 28 0.417 1.2% 0.395 1.2%
Th5 Inlet 0.464 1.3% 0.382 1.0 %
Th6 Outlet 0.436 1.2% 0.381 1.0%
Th7 Surface 0.436 3.1% 0.51 2.0%
Th8 Ambient 0.811 3.3% 0.687 2.8%
Th9 PCM - - 0.504 1.5%

For the propagation calculation of uncertainty associated with the heat transfer rate value,
the Taylor method [53] has been used:

δq =

√(
∂ q
∂ ∆ T

δ∆T
)2

+

(
∂ q
∂ Q

δ Q
)2

(3)

where δq defines the uncertainty value in the heat transfer rate, ∆T defines the temperature difference,
and Q defines the water flow rate. The flowmeter accuracy was ± 6%, and the total calculated
uncertainty was 11%.

4. Numerical Model Description

The COMSOL Multiphysics (version 5.2a by COMSOL AB company, Sweden) finite element
method [54] was used to obtain the numerical predictions. The two COMSOL physics models used
were (1) heat transfer in solids and (2) heat transfer in pipes. The PCM containers were included inside
the first physics model. The experimental results were then compared with the numerical predictions.

4.1. Governing Equations

A 3-D numerical model was developed using the COMSOL Multiphysics finite element method
for the experimental samples. Four U-tubes HEX was inserted inside the concrete, where the 4 U-tubes
HEX had outer and inner diameters of 6.35 mm and 4.35 mm, respectively. Figure 6a presents the main
layers which have been placed to mimic the material surrounding the U-tubes. The layers consist of
heavy-duty cardboard, concrete material, foam insulation, and a PVC material. Table 4 provides the
properties of each layer. Tetrahedral mesh elements were used to describe the numerical domain, as
shown in Figure 6b.
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Table 4. Layer thermal properties.

Material Thermal Conductivity
(W/m.K) Density (kg/m3) Specific Heat (kJ/kg.K)

Cement paste 0.7 1500 0.7
Rebar steel 44.5 7850 0.457

PVC 0.19 1380 1
Foam insulation 0.024 35 1.45

heavy-duty cardboard 0.21 900 1.88
Copper 401 8960 0.385

PCM solid phase 0.24 921 1.4
PCM liquid phase 0.15 857 1.9

Using the transient state heat transfer assumption and both the laminar and turbulent flow
behavior assumption, a governing equations system that describes the fluid flow through the U-tube
HEX and the heat transfer was obtained. The current model contains an interaction between the fluid
flow heat transfer (e.g., water inside HEX) and the energy transfer and storage in the solid domains.
The equations system is as follows:

Conservation equations of solid domains:

(
ρcp

)
s

(
∂ T
∂t

)
= ks

(
∂2T
∂x2 +

∂2T
∂y2 +

∂2T
∂z2

)
(4)

The Nusselt number is obtained inside the U-tube HEX by the following equations [55] for the
laminar and turbulent flow behavior:

NuD = 0.023 Re4/5
D .Prn (Q = 2100 mL/min, Turbulent Flow) (5)

NuD = 3.66 (Q = 735 and 1471 mL/min, Laminar Flow) (6)

where ρs is solid layers density, cps define the heat capacity, T defines the temperature, ks is the solid’s
thermal conductivity, ReD define Reynolds number, Pr is the Prandtl Number, NuD Nusselt number,
and the constant n is given to be 0.4 and 0.3 for cooling and heating, respectively.

Heat transfer in tubes model:(
ρl A Cpl

)
.
∂T
∂t

+
(
ρ.A.Cpl

)
U.∇T = ∇.(A.kl.∇T) +

1
2

f.
ρA
d
|U| U2 (7)
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where ρl is the liquid’s density, U (u, v, w) define the field vector of velocity, cpl is the liquid’s specific
heat, kl is the liquid’s thermal conductivity, f defines the factor of friction inside the heat exchanger
tubes, and A defines HEX tube’s area. The convergence criterion for the velocity and temperature at
each iteration is set as follows:

R =
1

n . m

i=m∑
i=1

j=n∑
j=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(
Fb+1

i,j − Fb
i,j

)
Fb+1

i,j

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (8)

where F represents one of the equation’s unknowns u, v, w, or T, b is the iteration number, (i, j) is the
grid’s coordinates. The solution converges if the value of R is below 1 × 10−6 in two consecutives
iterations for each unknown.

4.2. Initial and Boundary Conditions

The final temperature distribution inside the concrete best at the end of the precooling process
was 8.7 ◦C. The temperature profile of inlet water for the first model was nearly the same as shown in
Figure 7a, but there were small variations of the second model inlet temperature profile as in Figure 7b.
The profile of ambient temperature for first model experiments was as in Figure 8a, with an average
temperature of 22.5 ± 0.5 ◦C. That of the second model is shown in Figure 8b, which shows an average
temperature of 24 ± 1 ◦C. The exact temperature profiles of all the previous conditions have been used
in the numerical model of each case.
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4.3. Mesh Independence Analysis

The current study used a tetrahedral mesh element for describing the numerical domains.
To inspect the sensitivity of the grid, the outlet water’s maximum temperature was investigated at the
outlet surface of the HEX legs with different values of domain mesh elements. Figure 9 shows the
variation of the maximum outlet temperature with the number of elements used, the maximum number
of used mesh elements was 1.5 × 105, while the maximum error variation was 0.015. The current study
used the aforementioned maximum number of mesh elements.
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5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Outlet Water Temperature Profile

Figure 10 shows the experiment inlet and outlet water temperature profiles for both models.
The charging process was initiated directly after the precooling process at which the inlet water
temperature was nearly 8.7 ◦C. The figure shows that the inlet temperature increased gradually until it
reached the water-bath set point 35 ◦C. The outlet water temperature profile followed the same trend
of the inlet profile with a small temperature difference. This difference was caused by the heat transfer
to the energy piles models. After 1.5 h., the charging process was discontinued and the discharging
process was initiated instantaneously. The inlet water started to cool down to allow heat transfer from
the models to the working fluid, which inverted the temperature differences between inlet temperature
profile and the outlet profile.
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To validate the numerical predictions, the outlet water temperature profiles obtained by the
numerical model and the experimental observation are plotted versus the time, as shown in Figure 11.
The figure showed that the numerical predictions and the experimental results were in-line for
both models.
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5.2. Phase Change Materials Meting and Solidification

Figure 12 shows the temperature profile inside the PCM containers at a depth of 15 mm. Figure 12a
shows the experimental PCM temperature profile with its melting temperature range (22–26 ◦C). PCM
temperature started to increase gradually after the beginning of the charging process until it reached
its melting temperature range starting point 22 ◦C. Beyond this temperature, the PCM containers
started their melting process at 0.5 h., at which they absorbed the latent heat of fusion. The melting
process was completed nearly after 1 h. Then, the temperature started to increase again, which assured
that the whole amount of PCM was melted completely. After the discharging process was initiated,
the PCM temperature started to decrease gradually, then it started its solidification process at nearly
2.4 h., which lasted for nearly 0.5 h. During the solidification process, the PCM containers released
their latent heat, which was then transferred to the working fluid. Figure 12b shows the numerical
predictions along with the experimental results. The graph shows that the numerical temperature
profile was in good agreement with the same experimental trend. However, the numerical predictions
does not show a constant temperature period during the solidification.
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5.3. Effect of the PCM on the Concrete’s Temperature Distributions

Figure 13 shows the temperature distribution inside both models at different locations during
charging process and discharging process. Figure 13a shows the temperature distribution at the center
of both samples (radius = 0 mm) and in the middle of the sample’s depth (l = 15 mm). The graph
shows that the difference between both samples is small, and the temperature slope of the PCM plot
has a smaller increase in temperature than that of the base sample plot during the first hour of the
experiment. However, this difference has vanished after the effect of PCM melting reached the center of
the sample. Although the discharging process was initiated after 1.5 h, the temperature of the model’s
center continued to increase beyond this point due to the transient conduction effect.

Figure 13c shows the temperature profile at a radius of 28 mm and 150 mm depth for each sample
during the charging process. The red lines indicate the PCM melting process period. The concrete’s
temperature started to increase gradually for both samples. However, the temperature profile of the
PCM sample showed a slower increase in temperature than that of the first model. This could be
explained as the PCM model distributes the working fluid’s heat energy not only to the concrete,
but also to the PCM containers. These containers started melting when its temperature reached the
melting range, which slowed down the temperature increase of the energy piles surfaces, as could be
seen during the period of 0.5–1 h. Since the melting process requires a large amount of heat equal to the
latent heat of PCM (100 kJ/kg), this process occurs within the melting range of the PCM temperature,
which means a sudden discontinuity of the surrounding concrete temperature.
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After the discharging process was started, the concrete’s temperature started to decrease allowing
the heat transfer from the concrete to the HEX working fluid. The same trend of the charging process
was repeated during the discharging where the first sample’s temperature decreased faster than that of
the PCM sample, as shown in Figure 13c. This is a result of the heat energy stored inside the PCM
containers beginning to be released again, allowing the solidification process to occur.

5.4. Thermal Maps

Figure 14 describes the thermal map for a chosen sections inside the second model where the
vertical plane was at 0 mm radius, and the horizontal plane was at a depth of 15 cm. The figure shows
the numerical temperature distribution inside the model at the beginning and the end of each process.
Figure 14a,d show that the concrete pile and the PCM containers were at a uniform temperature of
8.7 ◦C at the beginning of the charging process while the PVC tube, foam insulation, and the heavy-duty
cardboard were at a higher temperature. After the charging process was initiated the heat energy
was transferred from the HEX fluid to the concrete and then to the PCM tubes, which increased the
PCM temperature and initiated its melting process, as shown in Figure 14b,e. These figures assure the
complete melting of the PCM containers as it indicates that the container’s temperature is more than
30 ◦C.
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Finally, Figure 14c,f show that the upper internal layers of the PCM were just below the melting
temperature range. This indicates that not all the sensible heat added during the charging process
was extracted from the PCM containers. The same is true for the concrete cylinder and the insulation
layers, which will be explained in the storage capacity section.
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5.5. Effect of Different Flow Rates

To investigate the effect of the flow rate on the performance of the energy piles, the same experiment
was conducted for three different flow rates. The flow rate of 1471 mL/min was used as a base flow rate
to simulate the actual Reynolds number inside the real GHE. Moreover, the influence of the flow rate
was examined by using half and double the base flow rate, 735 mL/min and 2942 mL/min, respectively.
However, the max flow that the water-bath could deliver was 2100 mL/min which replaced the desired
2942 mL/min.

Figure 15 represents the effect of the flow rate on the heat transfer rate between the HEX tubes
and the concrete domain. Figure 15a shows the wall heat transfer of the HEX tubes inside the first
model during the charging and discharging. It is clear that the higher flow rate increased the heat
transfer rate during both processes due to the enhancement of the internals’ heat transfer coefficient of
the tubes. While Figure 15b shows that when the flow rate was increasing, the temperature difference
between the inlet temperature and outlet temperature was decreasing, as the percentage increase in
the heat transfer rate was less than the percentage increase in the flow rate amount.
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5.6. Effect of PCM on Energy Storage Capacity

Figure 16 describes the effect of flow rate along with the presence of PCM containers on the storage
capacity of the PCM model. Figure 16a represents the change of the heat rejection amount during the
charging process. The graph depicts that the increase in the flow rate has a small effect on the heat
rejection amount, while it shows that the PCM containers increased the heat rejection by nearly 70%
of the original values since the PCM absorbed a high amount of energy during the charging process,
not only as latent heat but also as sensible heat. Figure 16b shows that the amount of heat extracted
was affected by the flow rate. However, the effect of the PCM was higher than that of the flow rate.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 22 
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Figure 16. Effect of PCM on storage capacity.

Figure 17 shows the effect of PCM on the HEX tubes wall heat transfer rate at different flow rates
during both charging process and discharging process. Figure 17a shows that effect at a flow rate of
735 mL/min, and Figure 17 b at a flow rate of 1471 mL/min. The graphs showed that the heat transfer
rate of the second model appears to follow that of the first model with a small increase until the PCM
containers melting process was activated at 0.5 h., then the heat transfer rate started to become more
than that of the first model. The same trend could be seen during the discharging process, at which the
solidification process was initiated nearly at 2.4 h. from the start of the experiment.
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Table 5 summarizes the final numerical results of both models during charging and discharging
process for each flow rate examined where the reference temperature is 20 ◦C. The results show that
increasing the HEX flow rate increased both the total amount of heat stored or extracted for each
model and the storage efficiency (the ratio between the amount of energy stored to the amount of
energy extracted from the sample). For a flow rate of 735, 1471, 2100 mL/ min, the storage efficiency
was 75%, 76%, and 82%, respectively for the first model, and 80%, 84%, and 93%, respectively, for the
second model. The presence of the PCM containers increased the total amount of heat stored by 12.2,
12.3, and 12.4 kJ/kg of concrete, respectively, for the studied flow rates. While for the same flow rates,
it increased the total amount of heat extracted by 10.5, 11.7, 13.3 kJ/kg, respectively.

Table 5. Flow rate and PCM effect on the storage capacity and storage efficiency of both models.

Volumetric Flow Rate
[mL/min] 735 1471 2100 735 1471 2100

Model First Model Second Model

Initial average temperature (°C) 8.69 8.68 8.66 8.69 8.75 8.81

Volumetric flow rate
percentage increase - 100 185.7 - 100 185.7

Initial concrete’s total internal
energy (J/kg) −7857.3 −7857.3 −7857.3 −21,158 −21,158 −21,158

Concrete’s total internal energy
at the end of charging (J/kg) 8702 9002.5 9298.8 7605 8042.6 8372.6

Final concrete’s total internal
energy (J/kg) −3832.3 −3922.7 −4868.6 −15,431 −16,666 −19,171

Total energy stored(J/kg) 16,559.3 16,859.8 17,156.1 28,763 29,200.6 29,530.6

Total energy extracted (J/kg) 12,534.3 12,925.2 14,167.4 23,036 24,708.6 27,479.6

Storage efficiency 0.75 0.76 0.82 0.80 0.84 0.93
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6. Conclusions

Two lab-scaled energy piles models with a diameter of 10 cm and a height of 30 cm were designed
and a 4 U-tube HEX was placed inside each model, to investigate the effect of phase change materials
along with the different flow rates inside the HEX tubes on the performance of the energy piles models
experimentally and numerically. The study used four PCM tube containers each with a diameter
of 16 mm. This was conducted on flow rates of 735, 1471, and 2100 mL/min. The following points
summarize the main findings of the study:

• The numerical predictions of both models showed a good agreement with the experimental
measurements, in terms of the concrete’s thermal response and the outlet water temperatures.

• The presence of the macro-encapsulated PCM decreased the temperature increase and decrease
slope during the charging and discharging processes, respectively, of the second model than that
of the first model, which would enhance the heat transfer from the HEX tubes to the concrete then
to the underground soil during charging, and vice versa during the discharging process.

• Increasing the flow rate increased both the amount of heat stored and extracted for each sample,
and the storage efficiency. For the flow rate of 735, 1471, and 2100 mL/min, the heat rejection to the
first model was 16.5, 16.8, and 17.1 kJ/ kg of the concrete weight, respectively, and the heat rejection
for the PCM model was 28.7, 29.2 and 29.5 kJ/kg for the same flow rates. The heat extraction from
the first model at the aforementioned flow rates was 12.5, 12.9, 14.1 kJ/kg, respectively, and heat
extraction from the second model was 23, 24.7, and 27.4 kJ/kg.

• The presence of PCM increased the amount of heat stored and extracted for the same flow rate,
as well as storage efficiency. For the flow rate of 735 mL/min the storage efficiency increased
from 75% to 80%; for 1471 mL/min the storage efficiency increased from 76% to 84%; and for
2100 mL/min it increased from 82% to 98%.

7. Future Work

The real borehole depth is much longer than the previous sample, which will affect the temperature
difference between the inlet and outlet flow. Furthermore, the underground soil was replaced with
three layers of insulation to study the effect of PCM on the thermal behavior of the concrete pile,
along with the charging and discharging capacity. Some of our future work is to examine the same
samples without the insulation layers inside real soil and to use a longer sample depth. The validated
numerical model will be used to optimize the PCM volume, location, and melting temperature for the
new sample’s designs.
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Nomenclature

Nomenclature Greek symbols
A Area (m2) ρ Density (kg/m3)
Cp Specific heat (J/kg.◦C) µ Dynamic viscosity (Pa.s)
d Diameter (m) σX Standard deviation
f Fanning friction factor δ Uncertainty
k Thermal conductivity (W/m.K) Subscripts
Nu Nusselt number s Solid
Pr Prandtl number l Liquid
Q Volumetric flow rate (mL/min) Abbreviations
q Heat transfer rate (w) CFD Computational fluid dynamics
Re Reynolds number COP Coefficient of performance
T Temperature (°C) Exp Experimental
t Time (s) GHG Greenhouse gases
U Velocity fields vector (m/s) GSHP Ground source heat pump
V Average velocity (m/s) HDPE High-density polyethylene
–
y Best value HEX Heat exchanger
Num Numerical HP Heat pump
PCM Phase change materials PVC Polyvinyl chloride
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